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Fred Koenig, Editor
Missouri Conference Publications

Fred Koenig,Editor

Most people have kind of forgotten about the big dust up in St. Louis involving a 
mainline protestant denomination and the prevalent societal issue of the day. No, I’m 

not talking about General Conference 2019; I’m going a little farther back. 

Rev. Elijah Lovejoy wasn’t a Missouri Methodist; He was Presbyterian. But he was editor 
of one of his denomination’s publications, The St. Louis Observer, here in Missouri, so I 
feel some kinship to the guy.

Lovejoy hated pro-slavery Christians, and they hated him back. On April 28, 1836, a 
black man, who was under arrest for killing a deputy, was forcibly removed from jail by a 
mob, chained to a tree and burned to death on the corner of 10th and Market Streets in 
St. Louis. The judge indicted no one in the mob, which didn’t go over well with Lovejoy, 
and the Presbyterian’s newspaper coverage of the event did not shy away from expressing 
outrage and including the horrific details of the murder of the untried prisoner. 

On July 21, 1837, a mob ransacked the office of the Presbyterian newspaper, which was 
located at 85 Main Street (where the Gateway Arch stands today). Lovejoy moved his 
publication’s office to Alton, Illinois, thinking he might be safer across the river. He 
wasn’t. Vandals threw his printing press into the Mississippi River. He bought another and 
resumed his editorial attacks on slavery. That second press was tossed in the river August 
21. His third press arrive on September 21 and was immediately thrown in the river. 

Another printing press was brought in. On November 7 an armed mob surrounded the 
Alton office, threatening to set it on fire. Lovejoy’s friends responded with gunfire, killing 
one of the mob and forcing the rest to retreat. Lovejoy stepped outside and was shot five 
times. He was dead at age 34. The fourth printing press was thrown into the river. 

As horrible as Lovejoy’s story of determination terminated by death is, it’s but a tiny 
footnote to the ultimate resolution of his issue, the Civil War, in which 620,000 
Americans were killed.

When Lovett Weems presented the history of division in the United Methodist Church in 
brief this past summer at Annual Conference Session, slavery was the primary issue that 
divided the church, followed by race. Looking back it’s inconceivable that the issues that 
caused the carnage were even considered issues with two sides. 

We still have our issues today. Not only do we have our issues, we still haven’t fully resolved 
the issues that 620,000 died over in fighting the civil war more than 150 years ago. 

I’ve got it easy compared to Lovejoy. No mob has ever broke into Modern Litho and 
thrown the presses in the Missouri River, much less shot me. Things rarely get worse than 
a tersely worded email. I benefit directly from the sacrifice of others who have come before 
me, and sharing a position of the church, even a controversial one, does not create a public 
uproar as it once did. Let’s hope that’s because we’re a more civilized society and not just 
because society cares less about what the church has to say on divisive issues. 
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A few years ago, I was invited during the 
summer to lead a workshop with clergy 

and laity on a subject that I am very passionate 
about in my own ministry: communicating the 
church’s story as spiritual leaders. The purpose of 
the session was to connect their church’s powerful 
story with strategic planning and with renewed 
focus, spirit, fun and accountability. 

In the beginning, some participants were 
consumed with rushing through the schedule 
while others were surprised by the lack of real 
leadership discernment they had experienced in 
the past. Establishing some time apart to plan, 
pray and to be proactive in fulfilling the mission is 
hard today when leaders are already overwhelmed 
by life and its many demands. They were reminded 
of their important role as storyteller, catalyst, 
encourager and spiritually-centered Christ 
followers.

Vital and fruitful 
congregations 
understand that there 
are seasons when the 
church needs to take 
a spiritual pause to 
listen for the voice 
of God as they seek 
to be clear about its 
mission, become more 
outwardly focused, 
and become oriented 
toward the future. 
Too often we have pushed for just a little time 
in spiritual formation rather than engaging in 
spiritual disciplines and the slow, patient work 
of God. We need to provide space for God to 
lead us and inform our feelings of burn-out, loss, 
uncertainty, conflict, feeling stuck, and the need 
for some congregations to heal and move forward. 

MESSAGE FROM CODY COLLIER

Strategies for 
Discerning God’s 

Will for Your Church
BY CODY COLLIER

“Discernment is the capacity to recognize the presence and activity of God. Paul says that we are 
transformed by the renewing of our minds so that we can discern what the will of God is, that 
which is good, acceptable, and perfect (Rom 12:2). Corporate discernment, then, is responding 
to the activity of God as a leadership group and to make decisions in response to that Presence. 
The heart of the discernment process is listening — to God, to each other, and to what's going 
on in the depths of our own souls.” Pursuing God’s Will Together – Ruth Haley Barton

Cody Collier, Special Assistant 
to the Bishop for Leadership 

Development
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It’s the opportunity to ask: Spirit of the Living 
God, fall afresh on me!

This kind of group discernment is not meant to 
feel like one more thing to do or add to your very 
full schedule. Instead, it is to provide a time for 
us to be attentive to the activities of God, to seek 
seriously for God’s way, and to faithfully respond 
to God’s awakening call to press toward the 
mark. Thomas Merton once said that Americans 
feel guilty every time they slow down. Effective 
church leaders help congregations set the pace and 
achieve wildly important goals through worshipful 
work and a message of hope.

I believe spiritual discernment as leaders and 
congregations helps us to write a new chapter to 
our story and offers us a better way to tell our story 
that we can live into as the body of Christ. I like 
Gil Rendle’s questions, Doing the Math of Mission 
for how we care for the organizational story and 
give it clear purpose. Here are some of the key 
questions for a useful analysis and planning for 
your church:
• Who are we, now, as a congregation? 
• Who is our neighbor, now? 
• What is God calling us to do, now?
• In order to address God’s call, what are we 

called to do in the next three years?
• How will we do it?
• How will we measure our progress toward 

fulfilling our call?
• What changes do we need to work on from 

what we are learning?

The work of discerning God’s will becomes Holy 
conversations to discover an accurate description 
of the present moment that is both inside of the 

congregation and outside in the mission field. I 
would invite pastors in new appointments and 
those continuing in their present setting of ministry 
to partner with laity in building meaningful 
covenant relationships, compelling goals, clear 
communication, consistent trust, corporate 
accountability, and, ultimately, a full realization 
of God’s abiding presence. Some essential 
discernment practices for leadership groups:
• Host a vision retreat
• Practice exercises in breathing and relaxation
• Prayers for releasing our fears, needs, and hopes
• Reflect on the scriptures: Examine what you 

have heard and ask how it applies to your story/
ministry setting

• Listen in silence for God’s guidance, faithful 
response and companionship

• Debrief what has gone well and share present 
challenges. Where did we sense God’s presence 
and the Holy Spirit’s nudging?

• Remember to lift up the Conference priorities: 
New Missional Leaders, New Places for New 
People and Pathway out of Poverty

• Identify two or three priorities to focus on using 
the questions above for discernment

• Develop a plan with SMART goals which will 
provide accountability

• Express gratitude to God

Faithfully and regularly living such practices as 
congregational leaders can help mold your church 
into one that is growing in grace, discernment and 
in making new disciples for the transformation of 
the world. 

“I believe spiritual discernment as leaders and congregations helps us to 
write a new chapter to our story and offers us a better way to tell 

our story that we can live into as the body of Christ.” 
CODY COLLIER
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O
n an appropriately hot first day of July, 
Beloved Community UMC buzzed. As 
various groups headed this way and that, Rev. 
Kevin Kosh walked around beaming. The 
church was being turned inside out, and that’s 
just what he had been praying for. 

“Here at Beloved we’re working to get the people inside 
the church out into the community, and the people of 
the community into the church,” he said. “When the 
church is focused inward, people can drive by it every 
day and not even see it. They won’t even know it’s there.” 

They would have known this Monday morning because 
activity was happening in all directions. 

AT THE DOOR
Beloved is in the backyard of St. Louis University. At 
the door that morning was John Gladney. He was born 
a few blocks from Beloved, but at age three his family 
moved to the Central West End. He was recruited out 
of high school to attend Washington University, where 
he earned a degree in chemistry. 

“At that time Washington University had 2,700 
students. Boden tried to recruit me, too, but they had 
800 students and no females. I didn’t think I could do 

that,” Gladney said with a 
chuckle. 

He stuck with his church 
through its transitions. It’s 
the church his grandmother 
attended, and his mother 
and father attend. On July 1 
he was working a two-week 
shift at the door in support 
of what was going on in the 
fellowship hall. 

IN THE
FELLOWSHIP HALL
Gladney’s main purpose at the church that morning 
was to be the church host for a summer school program 
by Lifewise, formerly known as Kingdom House. The 
Freedom School focuses on empowering young people 
grades 5-8 and improving literacy. Global Tech was also 
involved, teaching computer coding. 

This was the third year for the Freedom School at 
Beloved and the first year for it at two other nearby 
United Methodist Churches, the Connection and 
Samaritan. Plans are being developed to multiply the 
program. 
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“We could have 50 sites in St. Louis,” said Scott Walker, 
president and CEO of Lifewise. “We’re also hoping 
to offer this in Kansas City and rural Missouri in the 
future.”

Asia Coffey is the coordinator of the Freedom School at 
Beloved. 

“The average ninth grader at St. Louis public schools 
is reading at a fourth-grade level,” Caffey said. “Each 
summer, students lose about a month-and-a-half of 
learning, called “the summer slide.” That is cumulative – 
it adds up each summer.” 

The fifth through eighth grade students aren’t the only 
ones benefitting. There is one college student serving as 
a student leader intern per 10 students in the program 
plus six site coordinators and assistants. 

“We’re providing jobs for 20 college students each 
summer and high school assistants,” Walker said. 
Various people volunteering and working with the 
program help to broaden the students’ horizons. 

“They get to know different people with different careers 
and it expands their view of the world,” Walker said. 
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IN THE SANCTUARY
Students were meeting and preparing to leave for 
three days to Kosh’s 37th Annual Youth Leadership 
Development Institute. It started when Kosh learned, 
while working in campus ministry at Lincoln University, 
that the likelihood of whether or not someone attended 
college depended greatly on whether to person had ever 
been exposed to a college environment. 

“If a student’s parents didn’t go to college, often the only 
thing they know of it is what they’ve seen on TV,” Kosh 
said, noting that on television college is often portrayed 
as hundreds of students in a giant auditorium listening 
to a pious professor. 

“They are intimidated,” Kosh said. “That changes when 
they visit a campus, experience sleeping in the dorms 
and see the classrooms, many of which have a smaller 
class size than their classes in high school.” 

Past Institutes have included trips to Lincoln University, 
Central Methodist University and universities in Illinois 
and Mississippi. This year the institute was based 
out of Harris Stowe University, which is in Beloved’s 
neighborhood and has a working relationship with 

the church. Interim President Dr. Dwayne Smith is a 
member of Beloved, and Kosh often does the invocation 
or benediction at events at Harris Stowe. 

Kosh also knows that many students who start 
college become isolated and don’t finish, so he makes 
staying connected to family and to church part of the 
curriculum at his Institute. 

“The students write letters home, and for most of them 
it is the first time they have ever written a letter to their 
mom,” he said. 

Another component is prayer. There is a lot of prayer 
during the week, and the students are encouraged to do 
the prayer.

“We want them to practice prayer and develop a strong 
prayer life,” Kosh said. “If they have a good prayer life, 
that’s a resource for them that most people don’t utilize.” 

OUT FRONT
A large banner on the church is advertising the 
national faith-based conference, Ending Violence 
in America, coming up at the church on August 
8–10. Dr. Bandy Lee, a forensic psychiatrist and an 
internationally recognized expert on violence, will 
be speaking at the conference. She is currently on 
the faculty of Yale School of Medicine’s Law and 
Psychiatry Division has served as director of research 
for the Center for the Study of Violence (Harvard, U. 
Penn., N.Y.U. and Yale), co-founded Yale’s Violence 
and Health Study Group (MacMillan Center for 
International Studies), and leads a project group for 
the World Health Organization’s Violence Prevention 
Alliance. 

The event is being conducted by Rev. Richard Dalton, 
who works with Beloved as a consulting minister 
with campus ministry, teaching and coordinating 
community outreach partnerships on issues related 
to nonviolence. The conference is part of the Joshua 
Project, of which Dalton is the national director. 

OUT BACK
Being a Monday, it was food truck day. On Mondays 
and Fridays the St. Louis Area Food Bank sets up in the 
back parking lot of the church to do food distributions. 
Volunteers started gathering early to prepare. Up to 400 
people receive food assistance from the site.
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ON THE STREET
Lloyd Ivy was on duty with his big red and white 
United Methodist Men’s bus. He was offering 
transportation for the week to Kosh’s Leadership 
Institute. On Friday he took the group from Samaritan 
and The Connection to the zoo. 

DOWN THE BLOCK
Step off the Beloved campus and walk a little further 
down Park Avenue, and you’ll pass a community garden 
where Beloved tends one of the spots. It’s part of the 
Southside Wellness Center for senior citizens. The 
center is run by Allie Stewart, a member of Beloved. 
Inside students funded by a vocational rehabilitation 
program have employment for the summer. 

AT THE SCHOOL
Patricia Kosh, Rev. Kosh’s wife, was at Beloved 
that morning, but when school is in session she can 
often be found there. Beloved is part of a faith-based 
partnership with St. Louis Public Schools. Beloved 
adopted Hodgens Elementary and the local middle 

school. Patricia Kosh, a reading specialist and adjunct 
professor of reading, serves as the liaison to Hodgens. 
The church initially provided resources to the school 
– school supplies, clothing, shoes, support for the 
robotics program, mentors, speakers, etc. – however, 
the greatest need was in the area of literacy. Beloved 
wanted to assist Principal Kaizer in her effort in 
closing the achievement gap. Following a conversation 
with Rev. Sharon Kichline and Joan Ballam of Webster 
UMC, a partnership was formed. In the spring, 
volunteers from Beloved, Webster and Lafayette Park 
read once a week with a group of students. In the fall 
the churches will launch a formal volunteer reading 
tutoring program that will focus on primary grade 
students with the goal of one volunteer tutor per 
student. Parents will receive books to begin a home 
library and will also receive training on how to help 
their children become successful readers.

It all adds up to a lot of activity around a church with a 
small congregation. 

“We’re very intentional about the church being the 
church outside of walls,” Kosh said. 

Rev. Richard Dalton (left) 
and Rev. Kevin Kosh
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Location
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T
he Missouri Conference Ignite Mobile Camp 
program is in the midst of its largest camp 
season yet. There are 54 camps across Missouri, 
made possible through partnerships with Eagle 

Lake, Heartland Camps, and premiering this summer, 
Missouri’s very own Next Generation Ministries Mobile 
Camp there are 54 camps all across Missouri.

Most camps are set up right in church parking lots, but 
at Charleston the church decided to instead set up at 
the Sussanna Wesley Family Learning Center. 

“Rob Webster (pastor at Charleston) approached us 
about setting up here because a lot of the children 
who would be attending live nearby,” said Marsha 
Keene-Hutchason, CEO of SWFLC. 

Many of the families at the camp were familiar 
with SWFLC, having already engaged in 
other services there. SWFLC provides several 
educational opportunities, anti-violence programs 
and supplemental nutrition. 

Charleston UMC, alongside the Sussanna 
Wesley Foundation, is completely financing every 
single camper in attendance at their camp for a 
grand total of $30,000. The Missouri Conference 
is helping by putting in another $10,000. The 
church is in a high poverty area of Missouri, 
and Charleston, in their very first year hosting 
camp took on the task of hosting not 1 but 2 
Eagle Lake crews simultaneously, housing and 
feeding 40 staff so they could be a blessing to the 
community.

Sami Taylor is a program coach for Eagle Lake 
Camps, and is helping lead camps in Missouri for 
the third year, having been at camps in Southeast 
Missouri, St. Louis and Kansas City. She’s from 

Wisconsin and has enjoyed her Missouri experiences. 

“I love giving children the opportunity to learn about 
Jesus and how he loves them while having summer 

fun,” she said while at the camp at Charleston. “It’s 
great to see the impact these camps have on different 

communities.” 

Cole Church, age 13, was part of the Counselor Crew 
at Charleston. He’s a member of First United Methodist 

Church in Sikeston and was helping out with the 
Charleston camp with his friend Sam Lancaster after having 

Location
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participated in a camp at Sikeston the week before. “It’s 
fun,” he said. “I like everything about it.” 

The Charleston mobile camp was a double camp – 
meaning it had twice the normal capacity of a mobile 
camp. It used that capacity, with more than 200 
participants. Charleston UMC advertised the camp 
on its Facebook page, and the SWFLC promoted in 
through its main office and its summer meals program. 
Rev. Webster, who is on the board at SWFLC, was 
happy to see the Methodist-based organization and the 
church working together. 

“We wouldn’t have had this big of a turnout at the 
church,” he said. “And we’re in the middle of a sanctuary 
remodel, so we wouldn’t have had the space for it at this 
time. This is working out great.”

At press time there were 4,279 mobile campers 
registered, with the total expected to exceed 5,000 
before the summer is over. The camps are being run by 
164 staff and more than 500 volunteers. 

“I have been humbled by the response of our UMC 
churches this summer,” said Josh Schaller, camping 
logistics coordinator for Next Generation Ministries. 

“So many churches have stepped up and accomplished 
incredible things. Hearing the stories from our local 
church leaders and camper families makes me proud to 
be working in this position every day.”

W
“I love giving 
children the 
opportunity 

to learn about 
Jesus and how 

he loves them 
while having 

summer fun.”
Sammy Taylor
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O c to b e r
Nelson Memorial UMC  

hosts a pumpkin carving 
and pizza party at the church.

J an ua r y
Excelsior Springs UMC 

provides hats, coats and 
gloves to children in need. 

Apr i l
Liberty UMC sends  
volunteers to assist 
with field trip days. 

J u ly
Chillicothe UMC sends

volunteers for maintenance 
work on the school building 
and grounds in the summer. 

S e ptemb e r
Wayland UMC provides 

Back to School Supplies.

D e cemb e r
Students go to Aurora UMC to

wrap presents for families in need 
purchased through a partnership 

between the school, church 
and community organizations.

Mar ch
Harrisonville UMC works to 

organize mock job interviews 
for students of the local 

alternative school. 

J un e
St. Luke’s and Concord Trinity 

UMC's in St. Louis partner with the 
local schools to provide meals 

and free books to children 
in the summer. 

A ugu s t
Barker UMC participates 

in a Back-to-School Fair that 
provides school supplies.

Novemb e r
North Star UMC partners 

with Rising Hill Elementary 
to provide grocery store 

gift cards to families in need, 
so that they can have 

something extra to prepare 
for a Thanksgiving meal.

Feb r ua r y
Churches help parents

 by providing day camps
 on snow days.

May
Brunswick UMC rotates with 

two other churches in hosting 
the baccalaureate program
 for the local high school. 

MINISTRY IDEAS FOR SCHOOL-CHURCH PARTNERSHIPS
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Our Conference is responsive when 
we see needs of our brothers and 

sisters in Christ. Our Bishop challenged 
the Missouri Conference in the summer 
of 2018 to be generous with our time 
and money. He challenged us to raise 
$150,000 to support recovery efforts in 
Puerto Rico and to send work teams to 
the island impacted by Hurricane Maria. 
Since that time, we have raised $165,471 
in cash donations, an additional $30,000 
given for vehicles and will be sending 
58 work teams by the end of the year 
to support recovery. Hear these words 
from someone that was touched during a 
recent trip.

“Our pastor presented us with an 
opportunity to go on a mission trip 
to Puerto Rico to help in the recovery 
efforts in the aftermath of Hurricane 
Maria. My first Mission trip was the last 
week of May 2019!

The most significant moment for me 
was the visit to the United Methodist 
Church right across the street from 
our dorm. The service was in Spanish 
and yet it was moving in a way I’ve not 
experienced previously. I could see that 
my team around me was feeling it as 
well, as many of us had tears in our eyes 
from the emotion, the music and the 
passion expressed during the service. 
There were approximately 100 people in 
the congregation, each person greeted 
each of us with a hug, and a kiss on the 
cheek. Each said God bless you, we love 
you and thank you for supporting our 
island! I remain blessed by the honest 
expression of love. We were humbled to 
be so appreciated.

We split into two teams of five, each 
having two foreman that trained us on 

what we should do. I can say, I am now 
an expert in installing crank handles on 
50-year-old metal shutters; If needed, 
I’m your girl! We painted, cleaned and 
removed old damp wooden cabinets 
from homes. At one house where we 
worked, there was a turtle hiding 
behind one of the kitchen cabinets. We 
asked our homeowner what’s with the 
turtle. She shared that he lives there, 
and only comes out when he’s hungry. 
Later as we were painting a ceiling, we 
rearranged furniture so that we could 
get to a different area; As we moved a 
couch, there was a turtle. I went to the 
homeowner yet again and asked do you 
think it’s the same turtle? She says, oh 
no but this one is probably just thirsty, 
put it in the bathroom sink. It was a very 
nice home, just a different culture, which 
in our short time we learned to love and 
respect. 

I was impressed with several things while 
on the trip. One was the connection 
between UMCOR and ReHace (social 
holiness within the Puerto Rican United 
Methodist Church). We found them to 
be knowledgeable and very willing to 
share information. The second thing that 
impressed us was that the old cabinets 
were replaced by cabinets made of PVC 
plastic which will surely withstand water 
and high humidity. 

Our pastor organized a Bible devotion 
each night after dinner, which brought 
us closer together as a team and as people 
who wanted to grow our faith.

I think it is important to share that 
on the first day there was a beautiful 
rainbow and on the last day we were 
greeted again with a rainbow on our way 
to work. It was surely God smiling on us!

LAITY VOICES

Marsha Egan,
Southwest District

Lay Leader

Marsha Egan attends the 
Aurora United Methodist 

Church. Her passion 
is outreach programs 

followed by hospitality 
and communication. She 
is the Southwest District 

Lay Leader, secretary 
treasurer for Aurora PET/

Mobility Worldwide, 
the Project Director of 

Aurora Project RISE 
and serves on 

the Conference 
Congregational 

Excellence team. 

Hitting the Mark
Fundraising Goal for Puerto Rico Surpassed
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1901 craftsmanship 
reigns supreme
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W hen you see the object of Rev. Jim West’s 
affection, you may assume it’s her beauty that 

drew him to her. You would be wrong – it’s what she 
has inside that means the most to him. 

“She plays better than any piano I’ve ever played on,” 
West said. 

The Kranich and Bach grand piano in its Brazilian 
Rosewood case takes up the lion’s share of real estate 
in the living room of the West’s home in Columbia. 
The 118-year old piano plays like new, which is 
expected, as it is largely new in places where new is 
important and staunchly original in places where 1901 
craftsmanship reigns supreme. 

West was first introduced to piano playing at age five 
when his parents bought a used Studio upright and 
started him on lessons. They told him if he learned to 
play they would get him a better piano. 

“I am not sure what it means that I kept that same 
piano for the next 50 years of my life,” he said.

West took to the piano, if not to the piano music. For 
years he faked being able to sight-read music and got 
by playing by ear. 

“She (the piano teacher) would play a song, then I 
would play it,” he said. 

Finally he was found out, and he did learn to read 
music, but he still doesn’t consider himself a very good 
sight-reader. 

West grew up in Jonesboro, Arkansas, and enjoyed 
being able to accompany the high school choir with 
his piano playing. In college he was a music education 
major. He loved music, not so much education. 

“Teaching music to middle schoolers would be my 
version of hell,” he said. 

West continued on to seminary at Saint Paul School 
of Theology. He served the United Methodist Church 
for more than 40 years. Usually the church already 
had a piano player, but sometimes he would play 
during a Wednesday night meeting or something of 
that nature. He often played at Annual Conference 
Session; before his wife Brenda was appointed as 
District Superintendent. 
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“If I get to play it another 
15 years, I will have reached 
the biblically referenced 
fourscore years.”
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“After that I was first lady of the district, and people 
stopped asking me to do things,” he said. 

That original starter piano made some moves with its 
itinerant pastor, but in 2001 West found his soulmate. 

When West was serving Marvin Park United 
Methodist Church, his wife Brenda would drop him 
off there on her way to work. That made for some 
12-hour days at the church. West wandered across the 
street to a piano store owned by Julius Konopka. There 
he spotted a gorgeous rosewood Kranich & Bach 
grand piano. It was next to an ebony Steinway, and 
both had nicely restored cases. He played them both 
that day for a few minutes, and was much happier with 
the touch and sound of the Kranich & Bach than the 
Steinway, which had a much firmer touch.

He wasn’t in a financial position to be grand piano 
shopping, and he said as much to the shop owner 
hat first day. Konopka told him to please come over 
and play them anytime. The pianos needed not sit in 
silence, and if other customers were there, the more 
the better. 

West played every grand piano on that showroom 
floor but kept going back to that Kranich & Bach. 

“It was definitely my favorite piano to play, and while 
you don't choose a piano for the case, it was also the 
most beautiful piano I had ever seen,” he said. 

Konopka was always happy to see West and said his 
playing sold pianos. This arrangement went on for 
several months. Then one day Konopka warned him 
that someone else had been eyeing “his” piano, and it 
might get sold out from under him. He wanted West 
to have it, offered it to him at a 25 percent discount 
and gave him $700 for his old Apollo upright. 

“It was a deal too good to pass up,” West said. 

Within a week that piano was installed and tuned 
in the West’s living room. The piano was originally 
purchased in 1901 for a 10-year-old girl in New York 
City, and it stayed in that Park Avenue apartment for 
70 years. Someone in Clayton, Missouri, purchased it 
then. When that person died in 1999, it was purchased 
by Konopka for resale. And from him, to West. 
It served West well for many years, but time was 

starting to take its toll. The pin block which holds the 
tuning pins had begun to lose its ability to hold the 
pins tight, so it needed to be replaced. 

One of the preeminent piano restoration companies in 
the world is the Lindeblad firm in New Jersey. They 
are a fourth-generation family business, and West 
chose them to perform a full restoration of his piano. 
The rosewood case, the cast iron harp and the sound 
board would remain original, but everything else 
would get a modern makeover. 

The piano was picked up in August 2018. It was 
the first time since he was a young child that West 
didn’t have a piano in his home. He did still have a 
harpsichord and a pump organ at home that he could 
play, and he was playing a piano at church.

“I was used to playing it every time I go by it, and I go 
by it 20 times a day,” he said. It returned on April 18. 

“Maundy Thursday,” West said. 

It should have been a few days later when West was 
experiencing the joy of resurrection instead of the 
darkness of Maundy Thursday. The piano restoration 
exceeded expectations. 

It was not an inexpensive process, but the piano, now 
restored, should live and sing beautifully for another 
70 years. 

“If I get to play it another 15 years, I will have reached 
the biblically referenced fourscore years,” West said. 
“But my son is a pianist and loves the piano nearly 
as much as I do. He rarely comes to the house and 
he fails to sit down and play something. I know he 
will treasure the piano all the rest of his life and can 
hopefully pass it on to one of my four grandchildren.”

Editor’s Note: This story was largely pulled from posts West 
made to his Facebook page, with a follow-up interview for 
clarity and to put it in context for this publication. Also of 
note is that although West’s passion for pianos and piano 
playing is striking, while talking pianos the conversation 
often veered back toward his wife Brenda, how much 
she means to him and what an outstanding job she did 
as pastor and district superintendent, showing where his 
heart truly lies. 
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P erhaps the number one question I get from church 
leaders is this: “How do you explain the growth 

of The Gathering?” My answer usually begins with 
this: Any rapidly-growing church, ours included, is 
singularly, relentlessly and unapologetically evangelical. 
We see everything we do through the lens of inviting 
people to follow Jesus and pursue at all times. 
 
In his bestselling book Good to Great, Jim Collins 
coined a term that has become pervasive in the business 
world – the hedgehog concept. The idea is simple and 
comes from a folktale about foxes and hedgehogs. 
Foxes know a lot of things; they are wily and cunning, 
coming up with myriad strategies to attack the 
hedgehog. The hedgehog, by comparison, knows one 
thing – curling up in a ball when attacked, with sharp 
spikes protruding everywhere. With all the ideas, 
strategies and creative plans the fox comes up with, 
the hedgehog sticks to its one big thing and wins every 
time. The analogy to organizations is straightforward: 
While good organizations devise numerous ideas 
worth pursuing and strategies worth following, great 
organizations focus on one big thing and are relentless 
about pursuing it.
 

Enter churches. Most churches 
are passionate about many things. 
We want to invite new people, 
care for longtime members, tend 
to the sick, have a great adult 
discipleship ministry, develop 
compelling ministries for kids 
and teenagers, impact the world 
through advocacy and justice 
ministries, and serve the poor and 
marginalized in our midst. Most 
of these ministries are biblical and are to be expected. 
But the list often continues. A sports league for low-
income youth, a quilters group, a volleyball league 
for singles, Wednesday night dinners for fellowship, 
a Saturday morning running group, and on and on. 
Pretty soon, good churches are stretched so thin doing 
100 good ministries that it is easy to see evangelism as 
just another ministry. 

By comparison, rapidly growing churches relentlessly, 
singularly and unapologetically elevate the practice of 
evangelism and see every other ministry through this 
lens. They are a hedgehog, doing this one thing well 
day after day, week after week, year after year. 

NOW READ THIS

Matt Miofsky,
Pastor at The 

Gathering UMC
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Saint Paul School of Theology is educating tomorrow’s leaders 
by offering on-campus, online and hybrid learning courses at 
our Kansas and Oklahoma campuses. Grounded in Christ, we 

are shaping leaders to make the difference.

Is God Calling You for More?

Discover More!

spst.edu
Call (913) 725-8289 or email admiss@spst.edu

To voice this singular focus on evangelism almost begs 
a pushback – what about other aspects of the gospel? 
Are they less important? Aren’t you just concerned 
about numbers? It seems like you care more about 
people who aren’t here yet than people who are? Isn’t 
Jesus about more than just getting new people to do 
things? But to pit evangelism against every other area 
of ministry is to misunderstand the invitational nature 
of all ministry.
 
Consider this the story of Jesus sending out 70 (or 72) 
of his followers. It was a natural progression in the 
gospel of Luke. For the first 10 chapters, new people 
are encountering Christ. His first followers witnessed 
him teaching, preaching, serving, and healing people 
that were often disconnected from God. Then in the 
tenth chapter, Jesus turns the table on his followers. 

He looks at them and essentially says “O.K., now it's 
your turn.” Just as you saw me do all of these things 
for the sake of disconnected people, now I want you to 
do it. It wasn’t enough to be close to Jesus and 
to follow him. Jesus also wants his followers 
out there engaging new people in the work 
of teaching and healing. Mature faith is not 
primarily pictured as memorizing scripture, 
growing close with a small group, being in 
worship each week, or serving on every church 
committee. Jesus nowhere responds to those 
who want more of God by saying, ‘O.K., let’s 
all have a Bible study on Isaiah!” In the gospel, 
mature faith is pictured as taking up the work 
Christ did for us and offering it for others. 
That is evangelism. And it pervades (or at least 
ought to) all other ministry.
 
Is your church passionate about social justice? 
Evangelism invites you to consider inviting 
more people into that work. Is biblical learning 
central to your ministry? Evangelism is about 
how you engage more people with that work. 
Does you church value congregational care, 
ministries of healing, and visitation of those 
who are sick or homebound? Evangelism is 
about that work being done by, and for, even 
more people. In this way evangelism is not just 
another priority among many – but it becomes 
the central value of your church. 

At The Gathering, we teach this, preach this 
and expect invitation to be central to every area 

of our ministry. Far from apologizing for it, we believe 
that it is a sin NOT to do this. Evangelism is singular, 
a lens through which we see everything, and we pursue 
that focus unapologetically. 
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Sidney Owens has a drive to help communities 
have healthier lives, which led her first to a dual-
degree in health science and communications 

and then to a Masters of Science in Public Health 
from the University of Missouri-Columbia’s School of 
Health Related Profession. 

“I wanted to work on public health concerns with a 
broad focus rather than in a clinical setting,” Owens 
said. 

That compassionate drive is faith-based. Owens is 
a lifelong Methodist and credits much of her faith 

formation to when she was at Savannah UMC and 
her pastor was Rev. Cindy Buhman. Owens will now 
be putting her education and motivation to work with 
the Missouri Conference as the new Community 
Engagement Specialist. In this full-time role, Owens 
will serve as the primary Conference contact for local 
churches in the development of outwardly focused 
ministries, particularly in rural areas. Owens will 
continue to serve the coordinator of the ecumenical 
Sharefest ministry through Festival of Sharing.

“I know a lot of people in rural communities and have 
come to understand a lot of issues they are faced with, 
such as lack of health care resources,” Owens said. 

Owens has been working in a part-time capacity 
with the Conference since June 2017. In her capacity 
as Festival of Sharing Coordinator, she successfully 
transitioned the organization from one central Festival 
event in Sedalia to seven regional gatherings across 
the state (Dexter, Cameron, Ferguson, Kansas City, 
Macon, Tipton and Republic) in order to multiply the 
organization’s reach and impact.

Director of Mission, Service and Justice Tina L. Harris 
intends for the Community Engagement Specialist to 
research and propose best practices for rural poverty 
ministries while helping build collaboration among 
those communities with shared concerns.

“In her capacity as Community Engagement Specialist, 
Sidney will help equip our local churches to address 
rural poverty concerns in their community,” Harris 
said. “Some communities may be struggling with 
access to health care, others with low food access and 
obesity, while others grapple with addiction concerns. 

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Named to New Position
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The first Sharefest is in 
Macon on September 
7th, and the last one 
wraps up in Ferguson 
on October 19th. 
More information 
on the schedule can 
be found under the 
Sharefest tab at www.
festivalofsharing.org. 

This year we have registration forms for each 
Sharefest that went live July 1. If you plan on 
attending, please fill out this quick form (also on 
our website), so we know how many volunteers 
to prepare for! 

The quilt auction is October 26th at Knights 
of Columbus (2525 North Stadium Blvd) in 
Columbia. Please have quilts to our office by 
September 1st if you would like them included 
in the online gallery and pre-bidding. 

We are excited to announce that our special 
collection of fleece in June and July resulted in 
enough supplies to assemble and tie over 200 
blankets! This will be a fun and engaging project 
for volunteers of all ages at the Sharefests. 

Download the registration form and learn more 
at www.festivalofsharing.org. Thanks for your 
participation and support!

Festival 
of Sharing
The Sharefests are 
coming to a neighborhood 
near you very soon! 

Each church understands their community’s needs. 
Sidney will come alongside local churches as they seek 
to serve the particular concerns of their surrounding 
neighborhood and help them implement ministries 
designed to connect with others beyond the walls of 
the local church.”

Owens is looking forward to expanding her work in 
the Missouri Conference. “Churches are made up of 
community members who know the local culture, 
context and interpersonal relationships,” Owens said. 

“Their familiarity can improve awareness and use of 
resources that are valuable to reducing the impacts of 
poverty. Thinking outside the usual ‘church’ context 
will inspire new ways of sharing the love and light 
of God while improving the quality of life for our 
neighbors.”

Part of Owens’s work will include the development of 
resources, providing grant writing research and support 
and building a volunteer base focused on rural poverty 
and global health concerns and initiatives. Owens first 
day on the job in this new capacity was June 27.

“Thinking outside the 

usual ‘church’ context 

will inspire new ways of 

sharing the love and light 

of God while improving 

the quality of life for 

our neighbors.”
SIDNEY OWENS
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To auto-tune or not to auto-tune, that is the 
question! If you’re unfamiliar with the term 

auto-tune, it is a device or technology that can be 
used to correct errors in pitch or intonation of a 
vocal performance. 

In recording studios, the post-production use 
of the technology allows a performance with 
tuning issues sound closer to perfect. In recent 
years, developers have made it possible to also 
use auto-tune and pitch correcting software in 
live situations. In some cases, we can easily hear 
the changes that the software makes to the voice, 
which resembles an unnatural robotic timbre. 

In other instances, the technology has developed 
to the point of being nearly undetectable to the 
listener. This “tool” has made its way into worship 
music as well. I have attended and helped lead 
music at some churches that utilize auto-tune 
technology in the last few years.

The question is, should we be using this 
technology? Is it helpful, or is it a hindrance? On 
one hand, it can make less skilled singers sound 
more desirable, taking a performance that may 
feature some distracting problems or qualities 
and making it better. However, this could be a 
slippery slope. Shouldn’t singers that perform at 
a level that is less than desirable be asked to work 
harder on their craft to develop a higher quality 

performance? What about 
singers that already perform 
at a higher level? Does this 
discredit all of the work that 
they put into performing at a 
higher level?

Personally, I have several 
thoughts on this topic. I 
think that auto-tune is a 
crutch, making it possible 
for individuals that are not willing to work hard 
enough for a quality performance to execute one. 
(Or something similar to one.) If a person would 
like to lead music for a church, they should be 
willing to invest time and work to improve their 
abilities as a musician. Secondly, pitch correction 
software may give those singers an unrealistic 
understanding of their abilities and what is 
required to produce high quality music.

What do you think? Does your church use this 
technology? Should it be a part of worship music? 
I would enjoy hearing your thoughts.

Thanks for tuning in this month! If you have 
any questions or comments, I’d love to hear from 
you. You can contact me at any time via e-mail at 
rmclouth@centralmethodist.edu or phone at 
660-651-9964. 

Ryan McClouth, 
Assistant Professor of 
Music, Music Ministry 
Program Coordinator

MUSIC MATTERS BY RYAN MCCLOUTH
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Individual Mailed Subscription
This magazine is automatically sent to all clergy and 
selected church leaders, but is also available to anyone 
for $20 per year. Send checks payable to the Missouri 
Conference to Susan Brandes at 3601 Amron Court, 
Columbia, MO, 65202. 

Bulk Subscriptions
This is a good way for churches to distribute to members at 
less than half the cost of individual subscriptions. 

Prices are $100 to receive a box of 10 magazines monthly 
for a year, 25 magazines monthly for $200; 50 magazines 
for $350, or 100 magazines for $500 per year. Send checks 
payable to the Missouri Conference to Susan Brandes at 
3601 Amron Court, Columbia, MO, 65202.

Read Online
Every issue is available on our website at 
www.moumethodist.org/magazine.

Read Via Email
Subscribe for free to have a PDF of each issue emailed 
to you by selecting The Missouri Methodists at www.
moumethodist.org/stayconnected.

Use An App
The magazine is available via a free app on iPads or 
iPhones. Search the iTunes library for The Missouri 
Methodists.

Share & Speak Up
Reading this magazine on paper or online? Don’t forget to 
share. Paper copies can be passed around, and links to the 
digital version can be e-mailed, posted on social media or 
posted on websites. If you have anything you would like 
to share about the magazine, or if you want to connect 
Fred Koenig, Editor of The Missouri Methodists, with 
a talented writer, photographer or videographer in your 
congregation, e-mail fkoenig@moumethodist.org.

Calling Missouri 
Methodist Bikers
Hold September 29 to October 1 on your calendar for a ride to support 
Mozambique! Bishop Farr will be leading motorcycle riders on a 
loop around the state, and you are invited to join.  Ride for the whole 
three-day loop, or join in for a segment.  Each day will highlight stops 
featuring the work of the Mozambique Initiative and how you or your 
church can engage in this exciting ministry. 

Route details coming soon. Get your bike ready, and join Bishop Farr 
in the 2019 Motorbike Rally for Mozambique!
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Richard Foster, in his book Prayer: 
Finding the Hearts True Home 
(Harper Collins, 1992), speaks of 
God longing “for our presence.” 
God “aches over our distance and 
preoccupation” and “mourns that we 
do not draw near to him.” God wants 
us to return home. God’s “arms are 
stretched wide to receive us;” God’s 
“heart is enlarged to take us in.” “The 
key to this home, this heart of God, 
is prayer.” (p. 1–2)

John Wesley would have agreed. He 
called prayer “the grand means of 
drawing near to God” and said all 
other means are helpful “as they are 
mixed with or prepare us for this.” 
(letter to Miss March, March 29, 
1760). It is how we come into the 
presence of God; it is the central 
means through which we have a 
relationship with God.

Commenting on I Thessalonians 
5: 16–17, Wesley writes, “Prayer 
may be said to be the breath of our 
spiritual life;” it is how we “rejoice 
ever more.” He goes on to say that as 
one who “lives cannot possibly cease 
breathing. So much as we really enjoy 
the presence of God, so much prayer 
and praise do we offer up without 
ceasing.” (Explanatory Note Upon the 
New Testament)

This is not how most of us commonly 
understand prayer. Standard 
dictionary definitions describe prayer 
as making requests. Certainly this is 
part of it: We do offer petitions for 
ourselves and intercessions for others 
before God. It is entirely appropriate 
to do so, and we are grateful that we 
have a God who hears those prayers.

The problem is, when we think of 
prayer solely as requests, we are 
apt to think of prayer in functional 
terms. In the words of Robert 
Mulholland, we see “prayer as 
something we do in order to produce 

the results 
we believe 
are needed 
or, rather, to 
get God to 
produce the 
results.” We 
want to know 
how to make 
our prayers 
more effective. 
(Invitation to 
a Journey, InterVarsity Press, 1992, 
p. 105)

The problem with this, as Mulholland 
sees it, is we use prayer to stay 
in control. We put God on the 
periphery, close enough to help us 
attain what we want but not so close 
as to change our agenda. What we 
miss is “entering into a deep, vital, 
transforming relationship with God.” 
(p. 105) Prayer, says Mulholland, is 
“primarily relational, not functional.” 
(p. 106)

This is what Wesley knew so 
well. “Thanksgiving,” he said, “is 
inseparable from true prayer; it is 
almost essentially connected with it.” 
(NT Notes)

Prayer is giving thanks to God, 
not only for everyday blessings but 
especially and always for the gift of 
new life through Jesus Christ and for 
a divine love that is eternal. It is in 
our prayers of thanksgiving that the 
Holy Spirit makes us into thankful 
persons, reflecting to others the love 
we have received in Christ. Prayer 
is also listening, an attentiveness to 
God that guides our lives and draws 
us into participating in what God is 
doing in the world.

Prayer is our road home to a God 
who loves us, and the way in which, 
through trials as well as the good 
things in life, we can continually 
rejoice in the Lord.

WESLEY IN THE WORLD TODAY BY HAL KNIGHT

Dr. Hal Knight, 
Professor of Wesleyan 

Studies, Saint Paul 
School of Theology

The
Breath
of Our

Spiritual
Life

Prayer is our road 
home to a God who loves 
us, and the way in which, 
through trials as well as 
the good things in life, 

we can continually 
rejoice in the Lord.
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For more event Information visit: 
http://www.moumethodist.org/events

NextGen Academy
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
Location: Venture Out, 2003 S Providence Rd., Columbia, 
MO 65203
Contact: Dora Thackery, dthackery@moumethodist.org, 
573-441-1770

NextGen Academy on September 21 is centered around 
leadership and team building. Venture Out specializes 
in group team-building, utilizing high ropes and on-the-
ground challenge courses. The Team Challenge Course, 
Odyssey High Ropes Course, and Alpine Climbing Tower 
are fun and effective tools our group can use to build 
trust, learn conflict resolution skills, practice successful 
communication strategies, and more.

The Missouri Conference of the United Methodist Church 
has identified missional leaders as their essential priority. 
Missional leaders are intentionally growing in Christ in 
order to serve with vision and hope for the Christian 
community. A disciple becomes a missional leader as they 
identify others, who identify others, who practice following 
Christ. Missional leaders are freed to lead in the context of 
their community, local church and beyond.

One year ago Next Generation Ministries created the 
NextGen Academy to be an environment for students and 
young adults to discover and grow in their faith alongside 
friends and mentors during quarterly events. Students will 
explore spiritual gifts, leadership development, and service 
and mission. This exciting, free program enables students 
ages 13-18 from across the state to grow in their faith 
amongst a community of curious Christians just like you!

Old McKendree Anniversary
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
Location: Old McKendree Chapel, Bainridge Rd., Jackson, 
MO 63755
 
Join us as we honor McKendree Chapel, the “Church 
on Hallowed Ground” at a modern-day camp meeting!  
Explore how religion was an integral part of our nation’s 
history on the “Edge of Civilization” in the early 1800’s!
 
Tour the sacred grounds of McKendree Chapel. Hear 
modern day descendants share their family story in the 
Cemetery. Learn what our role is today in preserving 
history so that we may inspire the future! Tour exhibits 
at The Kellerman Foundation and at the Cape Girardeau 
County History Center that focus on taming the frontier 
through religion West of the Mississippi!
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BY ERIC MATTSONPARTING SHOT

We lose our spiritual power if we 
cease to focus on the right thing. In 

contemplative photography, photo walks 
seek to see with fresh eyes and receive 
what God desires for you to see. Ending 
this walk, I was about to cross the street 
and resume my workday. My eyes were 
drawn to look up intuitively, not out of 

habit. This is the vision I received. The 
words of Michael Youssef express the 
kernel of my reflective thoughts: “Only 
in the Cross of Christ will we receive 
power when we are powerless. We will 
find strength when we are weak. We 
will experience hope when our situation 
is hopeless. Only in the Cross is there 

peace for our troubled hearts.” We 
must live in the tragedy of the cross and 
its redemption. “May I never boast of 
anything except the cross of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, by which the world has 
been crucified to me, and I to the world. 
(Galatians 6:14)”


